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Abstract

The influence of surface reconstruction and defects due to irradiation damage
on the trapping of hydrogen in nuclear graphite has been investigated at the
ab initio level. Several models of defects and surfaces have been studied and
compared with previously proposed traps, i.e. the zig zag edge of dislocation
loops and reconstructed surfaces of graphite crystallites. The relative sta-
bilities of hydrogen adsorption on the (100), (110), and (001) graphite basic
planes have been evaluated for different amounts of hydrogen coverage and
various types of reconstruction. The unreconstructed (100) surface adsorbs
hydrogen the strongest. The (100) and (110) surface reconstructions result
in a decreased stability for H adsorption compared to unrelaxed surfaces.
Point defects caused by irradiation, such as mono- and divacancies, also trap
hydrogen. We find that extended defects are weaker traps than monovacan-
cies. This is true for surface defects as well as for bulk defects. The obtained
results show that the existing hypothesis for trapping at dislocation loops
has to be refined. Finally, an agreement with experiments is obtained for
trapping on the reconstructed surfaces.
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1. Introduction

Significant interest in the properties of graphite has again arisen due to
the upcoming dismantlement of several nuclear power plants of the UNGG
(Uranium Naturel Graphite Gaz) type, which used nuclear graphite as a
neutron moderator and deflector. For instance in France, the dismantlement
will lead to 23000 tons of irradiated graphite. This type of graphite has a
complex heterogeneous multi-scale structure which differs substantially from
an ideal monocrystal of graphite [1–3]. However, in order to understand
macroscopical data, theoretical studies at the nano- and microscopic scale are
an important tool to explain underlying phenomena even though they rely on
simpler model systems due to the limitations of computation power. They
can help to get a detailed understanding of the behavior of the irradiated
graphite in order to find an optimal solution for the permanent disposal.

The irradiated graphite is classified as nuclear waste containing radionu-
clides with low activity and long half-life. With a half-life of about 12.3
years, tritium is rather short lived, but contributes significantly to the initial
activity of the waste. The high interest in its behavior in nuclear graphite is
due to its potential risk of being released while the graphite waste is prepared
and transported to the site for permanent disposal.

Atsumi and coworkers [4–12] have studied the diffusion and adsorption
of hydrogen in graphite over a time span of more than two decades and suc-
cessively refined and expanded their theory. Molecular hydrogen can freely
diffuse through the open pores of graphite and reach the filler grains. The
diffusion along the grain boundaries of the crystallites is assumed to consist
of a sequence of dissociation and recombination reactions of hydrogen on the
surfaces. Hydrogen adsorption in graphite follows Sievert’s law for hydrogen
pressures up to 10 kPa [7] indicating that hydrogen is adsorbed in its atomic
form. Diffusion measurements and thermal desorption spectroscopy could
show that hydrogen is trapped in two different traps with different adsorp-
tion enthalpies. Kanashenko et al. [13] estimated the adsorption enthalpies
theoretically. Following his nomenclature, trap 1 with an adsorption enthalpy
of about -4.4 eV per H2 was attributed to zigzag edges of dislocation loops in
the crystallite. Trap 2 was attributed to the (100) or zigzag edge surface of
the crystallite with an adsorption enthalpy of about -2.3 eV per H2. Atsumi
obtained -4.4 eV (trap 1) and -2.6 eV per H2 (trap 2) experimentally [11].
The difference is explained by the reconstruction of the (100) surface. Dis-
location loops within the crystallite cannot reconstruct and thus saturation
of the dangling bonds with hydrogen stabilizes the system to a higher extent
compared to the surface. This part of the hypothesis relies until today on
very crude calculations from the 1960’s [14]. It is therefore important to re-
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view these assumptions with modern ab initio methods to check the validity
of this hypothesis.

Since graphite is also often considered as a potential material for hydrogen
storage, a vast number of experimental and theoretical studies have already
been published. For graphene, spin polarization of the edges [15–20] as well as
the influence of edge reconstruction on hydrogen adsorption [15, 16, 21] have
been studied. However, a link to phenomena found in graphite has not yet
been established. Considering graphite’s literature, physisorption of atomic
and molecular hydrogen on the (001) surface was studied on a theoretical level
in Refs. [22–30]. However, these interactions are far too weak (≈ 0.05 eV)
compared to the experimentally measured adsorption energies and will not be
considered in this paper. H can also chemisorb on this surface[22, 23, 26, 31–
33, 35–37]; for H2 desorption is thermodynamically preferred over adsorbed
H dimers [34, 37]. The chemisorption of these two species on the (100) or
zigzag surface and (110) or armchair surface of graphite was shown by Yang
et al. [38], Diño et al. [39, 40] and Sha et al. [41] studied the potential energy
surface for H2 dissociation on these surfaces. In the graphite literature, it is
not completely clear which surface binds hydrogen more strongly. Yang et
al. [38] and Sha et al. [41] found a stronger adsorption on the (100) surface,
whereas Diño et al. [39, 40] found a stronger adsorption on the (110) surface.
Therefore, this problem needs to be treated with more accurate models to
solve this ambiguity.

Since nuclear graphite was subject to irradiation during the operation of
the nuclear power plants its crystalline filler grains differ quite substantially
from an ideal HOPG monocrystal. The neutron irradiation is known to not
only damage the surface of graphite. High-energy neutrons can create a cas-
cade, which displaces carbon atoms hundreds of nm deep in the bulk [1].
Different types of point defects are known to occur in irradiated graphite.
They include the Stone-Thrower-Wales defect, where a bond which is shared
by two atoms is rotated by 90◦. The properties of the defects themselves
as well as the chemisorption of atomic hydrogen have already been studied
in detail [42–45]. When the kinetic energy of a particle is high enough (>
30 eV), a Frenkel-pair is created (see Ref. [1] and references therein). This
interstitial-vacancy pair as well as other single interstitials have already been
investigated [42, 46, 47]. In general, interstitials are found to be more mobile
than vacancies [48]. This leads to a higher concentration of monovacancies
compared to single interstitials [1]; therefore, we will focus on them. Since
monovacancies have dangling bonds, they may serve as additional traps for
hydrogen. Several authors have shown that H is strongly chemisorbed at
monovacancies [49–51]. However, diffusion of vacancies is possible as well
either by thermal excitation or irradiation. Theoretical predictions for the
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migration barrier of a single vacancy lie in the range of 1.3-1.6 eV [48, 52, 53]
and are in agreement with the activation energy of 1.8 eV obtained from
Raman measurements [54]. The height of this barrier allows for an accumu-
lation of vacancies to occur which can create divacancies or even extended
vacancy lines (see Ref. [1] and references therein). As pointed out in Ref.
[48] and also shown by molecular dynamics simulations [55], coalescence of
two monovacancies to form a divacancy has a barrier of 2.2 eV. UNGG re-
actors operated with high temperature differences (150-450 ◦C), however as
shown in Ref. [56] monovacancies are systematically annealed from 200 ◦C
onwards. Thus, we need to consider both monovacancies as well as extended
vacancies to describe the possible interactions between hydrogen and defects
due to irradiation. A 5-8-5 divacancy still allows for a reasonable model sys-
tem size, but already possesses important features of vacancy lines (such as a
reconstruction with no dangling bonds remaining). It is therefore important
to study the effect of extended defects on the adsorption properties.

In this paper the (001), (100), and (110) surfaces as well as monovacancies
and the 5-8-5 divacancy in the (001) surface will be used as model systems to
get an understanding of the chemisorption of hydrogen at surfaces and defect
sites. This work focuses also on an effect that has never been considered at
the ab initio level to our knowledge: the restructuring of the surface and its
influence on the adsorption of hydrogen. While this effect was acknowledged
in Kanashenko’s paper and later on in Atsumi’s work, their models are based
on very crude calculations from the 1960’s [14]. Surface reconstruction was
observed by conducting TEM and HRTEM measurements (see Ref. [57] and
references therein) and also studied theoretically for graphene bilayers [58]
and nanoribbons [15, 18, 21, 59]. Different types of reconstruction were found;
in this work two different kinds have been treated: In-plane reconstructions
of edge carbon atoms and bond formation between edge carbon atoms of two
adjacent graphene planes yielding arch-shaped edges.

Finally, by approximating Kanashenko’s traps [13] with our model sys-
tems we can then compare the existing hypothesis with our results.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we explain the
methods used for this study. After that we present and discuss the results
of this work. Three different traps for hydrogen are investigated: unrecon-
structed surfaces, reconstructed surfaces, and mono- and divacancies. We
provide evidence that the existing hypothesis is outdated for the first trap
and find agreement for the second trap. We show that mono- and divacancies
also serve as strong traps. Finally, we conclude on our findings.
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2. Methodology

The calculations were performed with the periodic CRYSTAL09 [60, 61]
code in which the most recent dispersion correction D3 of Grimme [62]
was implemented [63]. The PBE (for Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof exchange-
correlation) functional [64] combined with the D3 dispersion correction [62] as
parametrized in reference [63] was used to describe the properties of graphite.
Regarding the parameterization of the D3 correction the zero damping was
used: the s6, s8, sr,6 and sr,8 scaling parameters were set to 1.0, 0.410, 1.217
and 1.0, respectively. The cutoff values for the dispersion interaction and
coordination numbers were 50 and 20 Å, respectively. Three-body terms
were not included. This parametrization coupled with a GTF basis set ap-
pears to be a good compromise for an accurate description of the structural,
electronic, dynamic, and mechanical properties of graphite as shown in our
recently published work [63] : The obtained lattice parameters (a and c) are
2.463 Å, 6.671 Å, and the BSSE corrected cohesive and interlayer interaction
energies are 7.88 eV/atom and 43 meV/atom compared to the experimental
data 2.459 Å[65], 6.672 Å[65], 7.36 eV/atom [66] and 35 – 52 meV/atom
[67, 68], respectively.

For the Gaussian basis sets carbon and hydrogen were described by an
all-electron basis set. The C basis set [69, 70] is the same as reported in our
previous work on graphite [63], a 6s-211sp-1d∗ basis (a contraction of 6, 2,
1, 1, and 1 Gaussian- type functions for the 1s, 2sp, 3sp, 4sp, and d shells,
respectively). The H basis set [71] is a contraction of – 511s-1p∗ – GTFs and
is fully described in the Supporting Information.

In this paper, the two dimensional (2-D) slab model is used to study
the surface properties: the surface consists of a slab formed by a sufficient
number of atomic layers parallel to a given plane. It is limited by two surface
planes and has 2-D periodic boundaries conditions; thus in this framework
the system is two dimensional and isolated. To treat the defective crystals
and adsorbed surfaces a supercell approach has been adopted. The sizes of
the used supercells were 5×5×2 for bulk HOPG, a 5×5 supercell of a 4-layer
slab for the (001) surface, a 3 × 2 supercell of a 24-layer slab for the (100)
surface, and a 2 × 2 supercell of a 14-layer slab for the (110) surface. The
number of carbon atoms for these different models ranges from 192 to 224
atoms. For the in-plane reconstructed surfaces, we used a 4×2 supercell of a
24-layer slab for the (100) surface, and a 2× 2 supercell of a 14-layer slab for
the (110) surface; for arch-shaped reconstructions a 3 × 1 supercell of a 66-
layer slab for the (100) surface and a 2× 1 supercell of a 36-layer slab for the
(110) surface. The various cells are sufficiently large (224-288 carbon atoms)
to allow full relaxation of the reconstructed surfaces. Hydrogen was always
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adsorbed only on one side of the slab. Adsorption of multiple hydrogen atoms
is done successively, thus the optimized structure for (n−1) hydrogen atoms
is the starting point for adsorption of n hydrogen atoms. Only the most
stable position for the additional hydrogen is reported.

The methods for the calculation of surface energies Esurf and formation
energies Eform of the studied surfaces and vacancies are described in the
Supporting Information. The adsorption energy Ead is defined as the energy
difference between the energy of the graphite-adsorbate structure and the
sum of energies of the graphite structure and a hydrogen in its reference
state:

Ead =
E0 − Eopt

G − n.EH

n
(1)

where E0 is the total energy of the optimized system, Eopt
G the energy of the

optimized surface without adsorbates, EH the energy of the isolated hydro-
gen and n the number of adsorbed H–atoms. All Ead are calculated with
respect to atomic hydrogen. In some cases we also consider Ead with respect
to H2 for the purpose of discussion and linking to experimental results, here
we use a binding energy of -4.5 eV for the H2 molecule.
Since Gaussian-type basis sets suffer from the basis set superposition error
(BSSE) we corrected our adsorption energy for this error by using a mod-
ified version of the counterpoise method of Boys and Bernardi [72]. This
is described in detail in the Supporting Information. To quantify the influ-
ence of surface restructuring we define the deformation energy Edef as the
energy difference of the optimized pristine surface and the optimized surface
deformed due to the adsorption.

All computational parameters necessary to reproduce our results are given
in the Supporting Information. All determined total energies, formation
energies of the surfaces and adsorption energies are given at the athermal
limit (T = 0 K), thus thermal contributions are not considered.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Surfaces

The surface energies of the (001), (100), and (110) surface were deter-
mined and are given in Table 1. The (001) surface has the smallest surface
energy since no C-C bonds are broken in order to create it. Compared to the
(001) surface, the (100) and (110) surface energies are higher by a factor of
30 - 40, the (100) surface has the highest one. The obtained relative stability
of the (100) and (110) surface is due to atomic relaxation processes at the
surface, which are much more pronounced at the (110) surface. Both relaxed
surfaces are shown in Figure 1 together with the periodic boxes. When the
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(110) surface is allowed to relax it forms stronger bonds between pairs of edge
carbon atoms. This decreases the C1-C2 (C3-C4) bond length from 1.42 Å
to about 1.23 Å (see Figure 1 for the description of atoms), which is an in-
dication that the bond is almost a triple bond (the bond length in ethyne is
1.20 Å). The ground state of the (110) surface shows no spin localization at
the edge carbon atoms and is non-magnetic.

Table 1: Surface energies (Esurf in J/m2) of the three studied surfaces.

System Esurf

(001) 0.19
(100) 6.15
(110) 5.29

The (100) surface hardly changes when it is optimized. The edge carbon
atoms move slightly inward by 0.03 Å, the angle between the edge carbon and
its two carbon neighbors, ]C4-C1-C5, increases to 126 degrees. However, a
strong spin localization at the edge carbon atoms is observed. This is in line
with the findings of several authors [17, 18, 76]. Each edge carbon has a
magnetic moment of roughly 1.3 µB.

Atomic hydrogen is rather reactive with respect to graphite. It is known
to chemisorb on the pristine (001) surface by forming a weak covalent bond
with a carbon atom of the surface. The two possible adsorption sites are
shown in Figure 2. The adsorption is linked to a lifting of this carbon atom
out of the graphene plane by about 0.49 Å(puckering) due to the increase of
its sp3 character (see Figure 2). Ead for both positions are very similar: -
0.68 eV and -0.73 eV for position 1 and 2, respectively. This weak adsorption
energy is also reflected in a rather long C-H bond of 1.13 Å (for CH4 it is 1.09
Å). Our results are in good agreement with literature values for graphene,
which range from -0.87 to -0.67 eV[23, 49, 77–83]. For comparison we studied
the insertion of hydrogen in bulk graphite. As for the surface, hydrogen forms
a weak covalent bond with the graphite matrix. The insertion energies are
almost equal to the adsorption energies for the (001) surface: -0.63 eV and
-0.76 eV for position 1 and 2, respectively. Position 2 is slightly preferred
since the hydrogen is centered exactly above the center of a six-membered
ring.

Contrary to the (001) surface, both the (100) and (110) surfaces have
dangling bonds, which become saturated when hydrogen is adsorbed. The
adsorption of H2 on the (100) and (110) surface of HOPG was studied by Diño
et al.[39, 40] However, since they explored the potential energy surface of this
process they did not optimize the surface (all C-C bond lengths are 1.42 Å).
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Figure 1: Optimized structures and top view of the (a) (100) and (b) (110) surfaces.

This leads to a broad range of their Ead: from -5.0 to -4.0 eV per H2 for (110)
and from -4.7 to -3.2 eV per H2 for (100). All the other available literature
values are reported as Ead per H atom. The H2 bond energy is about -4.5 eV
(at the PBE level); this yields Ead from -4.8 to -4.3 and from -4.6 to -3.9 eV
per H for the (110) and (100) surface, respectively. The calculated Ead for
adsorption of two H on the (110) and (100) surface of Yang et al. [38] are
-3.7 and -3.9 eV per H, respectively. Sha et al. [41] obtained an Ead of -5.0
eV for H on the (100) surface. Thus, in the literature it is not completely
clear which surface binds hydrogen more strongly.
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Figure 2: Optimized structures obtained for different cases of hydrogen adsorption on the
(001), (100) and (110) surfaces. (a) Top view of the two adsorption sites for hydrogen on
the (001) surface. (b) Top and (c) side views of the chemisorption of hydrogen on the (001)
surface. (d) Spin density plot for the (100) surface. Each edge carbon has a localized spin.
(100) surface with (e) one and (f) two chemisorbed hydrogen atoms. Spin density plots
are omitted for better visibility, but all unsaturated edge carbon atoms have a localized
spin. (g) Spin density plot for the (110) surface with one chemisorbed hydrogen. (h) and
(i) show the (110) surface with two chemisorbed hydrogen atoms for the (h) 110-2H-a and
(i) 110-2H-b configurations, respectively. Isovalues for spin density plots are 0.05 (red)
and -0.05 (blue) e/bohr3.
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Table 2: Hydrogen adsorption (Ead in eV/H atom) and deformation (Edef in
eV) energies on the different graphite surfaces with respect to the number of ad-
sorbed H. (100)rec/(110)rec denote the in-plane reconstructions, (100)arch/(110)arch and

(100)bilayerarch /(110)bilayerarch denote the slab and bilayer models of the arch-shaped reconstruc-
tion, respectively. Vac(α, β) and Divac denote the (001) surface with mono- and 5-8-
5-divacancies, respectively. The different explored configurations are: a) on the same
graphene plane, b) on two different graphene planes, c) two H per edge carbon, d) 110-
2H-a, e) 110-2H-b, f) 100rec-2H-a/110rec-2H-a, g) 100rec-2H-b/110rec-2H-b, h) ortho, i)
meta and j) para (see Figure 2); k) correspond to the vacancies on the (001) surfaces (in
parentheses, the adsorption energies of H with the same defects in bulk graphite are given
for comparison).

System Nb. of H Conf. Ead Edef

(100)

1 - -4.99 0.05

2
a -4.99 0.10
b -5.00 0.11
c -3.89 0.60

3 - -4.98 0.13
4 c -3.63 1.12

(110)

1 - -3.73 0.54

2

d -4.37 0.72
e -3.64 1.02
b -3.73 1.08
c -2.68 1.59

3 - -4.08 1.13

4
a -4.29 1.25
c -3.40 2.54

(100)rec
1 - -2.80 0.93

2
f -3.80 1.35
g -2.81 1.78

(110)rec

1 - -2.63 0.79

2
f -3.68 1.27
g -2.62 1.55

(100)arch
1 - -2.19 0.77

2
h -2.86 1.52
i -2.35 1.61

(110)arch

1 - -2.39 0.61

2
h -2.56 1.20
i -2.42 1.40
j -2.64 1.24

(100)bilayerarch

1 - -1.24 1.01

2
h -2.02 2.34
i -1.37 2.46
j -1.88 2.08

(110)bilayerarch

1 - -1.28 1.00

2
h -2.22 2.54
i -1.37 2.26
j -1.94 1.98

Vac(α)
1 k -4.17 (-4.13) 0.25 (0.26)
2 k -3.34 (-3.39) 1.16 (0.39)

Vac(β)
1 k -4.15 (-4.15) 0.28 (0.22)
2 k -3.31 (-3.35) 1.19 (0.35)

Divac

1 k -2.27 (-2.21) 0.77 (0.69)
2 k -3.28 (-3.30) 2.31 (2.24)
3 k -3.25 3.68
4 k -3.55 3.98
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Adsorption on the (100) surface is a much more stabilizing process (Ead

differs by a factor of 7) compared to the adsorption on the (001) surface
(see Table 2). The adsorption of H on the (100) surface hardly perturbs the
surface structure: Edef of the lattice is only 0.05 eV (see Table 2).

The ground state of the (100) surface is the high spin state. For each ad-
sorbed hydrogen the total magnetic moment decreases by one. The magnetic
moment of the neighboring edge carbon atoms shows no significant change.

When a second hydrogen adsorbs on the same graphene plane of this
surface Ead doubles. This shows that there is almost no interaction between
neighboring hydrogen atoms (they are 2.5 Å apart) and that the adsorption
of H on the (100) surface is a highly local process.

For three adsorbed hydrogen atoms which corresponds to a fully cov-
ered plane in our model, the angle ]C4-C1-C5 decreases to 122 degrees and
approaches the ideal value of 120 degrees for a sp2 carbon as in benzene.

Edef for 1 to 3 adsorbed hydrogen atoms never exceeds 0.13 eV, which is
almost negligible. This shows that the graphite matrix does not change sig-
nificantly upon hydrogen adsorption since the edge carbon atoms are almost
perfectly oriented to bind an approaching hydrogen.

Furthermore, when two hydrogen atoms bind to two edge carbon atoms
which belong to two different planes, there is hardly any difference between
the two adsorption energies (the energy difference ∆E is 0.01 eV). This shows
as well that the hydrogen atoms barely interact with each other. The struc-
ture of Diño et al. [39] which yields an Ead of -4.6 eV resembles this struc-
ture. Their result agrees rather well with our Ead of -5.0 eV (full relaxation
of Diño’s structures might yield even better agreement). We find excellent
agreement with the result of -5.0 eV reported by Sha et al. [41].

Hydrogen adsorption on the (110) surface is also a more stabilizing process
(Ead differs by a factor of 5) compared to the adsorption on the (001) surface.
When atomic hydrogen adsorbs on the (110) surface and forms a bond with
C1 the local deformation of the graphite lattice is more pronounced. The
ground state has a magnetic moment of 1.0 µB; the unpaired electron is
strongly localized on the neighboring carbon atom C2 as shown in the spin
density plot in Figure 2. This adsorption leads to a weakening of the C1-C2
bond, which can be seen by the C1-C2 bond length increase to about 1.34
Å, and the C1-C2-C5 angle decrease by almost 10 degrees. The weakening
of the C1-C2 bond as well as the local deformation of the surface are major
factors for this Ead being higher than on the (100) surface, as shown in Table
2. Edef is 10 times higher for the (110) surface (0.54 eV), which accounts for
40 % of the difference in adsorption energies. The other part is due to the
spin localization.

There are two ways to add a second hydrogen adjacent to the first one on
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the same graphene plane: either on the same six-membered ring (C2) or on
the neighboring six-membered ring (C3). We call these two configurations
110-2H-a and 110-2H-b, respectively. They are shown in Figure 2. For
these structures we find major differences. The configuration 110-2H-a is
largely favored; Ead per H atom differs by 0.8 eV with respect to 110-2H-
b. This is due to the fact that the saturation of both adjacent edge carbon
atoms recreates a system of conjugated bonds. The C1-C2 bond length is
1.37 Å, the angle ]C2-C1-C5 (and its symmetric counterpart) for the edge
carbon atoms are 120.6 degrees. This is not the case for 110-2H-b, in fact
its formation creates another local deformation of a six-membered ring. Edef

is 0.25 eV higher with respect to 110-2H-a. The ground state of 110-2H-b
is antiferromagnetic, but the magnetic state with 2.0 µB lies only 0.06 eV
higher in energy. Diño et al.[40] found the same trend for the difference of the
adsorption energies (0.5 eV/H) of the two configurations, but their adsorption
energies are underestimated by 0.4 eV for 110-2H-a and 0.7 eV for 110-2H-b.
However, since their graphite surface is not fully relaxed the contribution of
lattice deformation energy is excluded, which decreases adsorption energies.

For the adsorption of a third hydrogen the only possibility is to bind to a
carbon with an unsaturated edge carbon neighbor, thus the same trends as
for one adsorbed H are observed. For a fourth adsorbed hydrogen the trend
of 110-2H-a is reproduced.

The same trend as for configuration 110-2H-b is found when the two hy-
drogen atoms adsorb on two carbon atoms which belong to different graphene
planes. The slightly lower Ead (∆E = 0.09 eV) is due to less steric repulsion
between the hydrogen atoms for this structure.

To summarize, for the (110) surface the adsorption processes are no longer
independent. Formation of 110-2H-a like structures is favored over other
structures; this configuration is more stable by at least 0.6 eV per H atom
compared to all the other.

For both surfaces, (100) and (110), it is possible that two hydrogen atoms
adsorb on one edge carbon. This leads to a sp3 hybridization of the edge
carbon. Adsorption on the (100) surface is more stable, Ead per H atom
differs by 1.2 eV per H atom. This trend agrees qualitatively with the results
of Yang et al.[38], but their Ead are overestimated by 1.1 and 0.7 eV per
H atom for the (100) and (110) surface, respectively. The angle H-C1-H
takes 106.5 degrees for the (100) and 105.2 degrees for the (110) surface,
thus showing the increased sp3 character of the edge carbon. Both hydrogen
atoms are above the interlayer space (see Supporting Information). Since
these structures are far less stable (∆E is 1.07 and 1.69 eV per H atom for
the (100) and (110) surfaces, respectively) we only report Ead for adsorption
on one and two carbon atoms in Table 2.
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When adsorption of hydrogen on the three surfaces is compared, the trend
of stability is (100) > (110) > (001), thus the (100) surface forms the most
stable bonds. Considering the surface energies of these three surfaces, it can
be noticed that these two properties are directly related: A higher surface
energy leads to a more stable structure for hydrogen adsorption.

As written in the introduction trap 1 in nuclear graphite is supposed to
be the zigzag edges of dislocation loops. Following Kanashenko’s hypothesis
we assume our (100) surface model to be equivalent to these edges. We get
an adsorption energy of about -5.5 eV/H2 compared to Kanashenko’s -4.4
eV/H2, which is a quite large difference. However, Kanashenko obtained his
result by assuming a C-H bond energy of -4.45 eV (taken from the bond
energy of benzene) and a H-H bond energy of -4.5 eV. While the H-H bond
energy is correct the C-H bond energy for benzene was shown to be -4.86
eV [84]. This would result in an estimate of -5.2 eV, which is much closer
to our result. The most recent experimental adsorption energy is reported
as -4.6 eV [11]. Thus, both Kanashenko’s estimate and our result for the
zigzag edges underestimate this experimental result (by 0.6 eV and 0.9 eV,
respectively). For prismatic edge dislocations Suarez-Martinez et al. [85]
showed that the zigzag edge carbon atoms actually form two interlayer single
bonds and become fully saturated. However, the armchair edge forms no
interlayer bonds and is very similar to our (110) model surface. This suggests
that only the armchair edges are available for hydrogen adsorption without
breaking of C-C bonds. Ead for configurations 110-2H-a and 110-2H-b of
our (110) surface model are -4.2 eV/H2 and -2.8 eV/H2, respectively. The
more stable configuration 110-2H-a overestimates the experimental results
only by 0.4 eV. Thus the measured value lies between the theoretical results
of our two model systems. The differences could be due to the difficulty to
compare experimental data measured at elevated temperatures (> 750 ◦C)
with theoretical ab initio results of well defined structures at 0 K. Our results
clearly show that Kanashenko’s conclusion for trap 1 in nuclear graphite
needs a revision. First, his estimation needs to be corrected and second,
both zigzag and armchair edges should be considered as traps.

In the next section we will focus on the change of adsorption properties
of hydrogen when the surfaces (100) and (110) are allowed to reconstruct.

3.2. Reconstructed Surfaces

Surface reconstructions of the (100) and (110) surface can be divided into
two groups. The first group consists of reconstructions where edge carbon
atoms of one graphene plane can regroup to create patterns which differ
from the zigzag or armchair edges. For graphene nanoribbons, several recon-
structed surfaces as well as their interaction with hydrogen were studied on
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a theoretical level [15, 18, 21]. For our study we chose the two reconstruc-
tions which yield weaker adsorption energies than for the unreconstructed
armchair edge since this makes them possible candidates for the second trap
according to Kanashenko’s and Atsumi’s hypothesis. These in-plane recon-
structions are shown in Figure 3. The first reconstruction stems from the
(100) surface by rotating a C-C bond by 90◦ similar to the Stone-Thrower-
Wales defect (C5-C6 in Figure 3). It results in a sequence of heptagons and
pentagons. The second one stems from the (110) surface and yields a se-
quence of two heptagons and one hexagon by rotating a C-C bond which
connects two armchair hexagons by 90◦ (C5-C6 in Figure 3).

The second group consists of reconstructions where dangling bonds of the
(100) and (110) surface are saturated by forming bonds between edge carbon
atoms of two adjacent graphene planes, called arch-shaped edges. This effect
was observed by conducting TEM and HRTEM measurements (see Ref.[57]
and references therein). As shown in Figure 3 we restrict ourselves to two
limiting cases for the arch-shaped edges with respect to the curvature of the
arch: The first case is the surface reconstruction of a graphene bilayer which
is only periodic in one dimension and allows full relaxation orthogonal to the
graphene plane (called bilayer model). This reconstruction results in a low
curvature. The second case is the surface reconstruction of slab models with
two graphene planes per supercell which is periodic in 2 dimensions and limits
the relaxation to give a surface with a high curvature (called slab model). The
difference in periodicity of these two models as well as a schematic description
of the reconstruction process are shown in the Supporting Information. A
model similar to our slab model was already used to study the chemistry of
sulfur in graphite [87].

The formation energies of the different reconstructed surfaces are given
in Table 3. The in-plane reconstruction is only exothermic for the (100)
surface which is in line with Ref. [21]. For all arch-shaped edges this process
leads to more stable structures since no dangling bonds remain. We also find
that reconstruction of the (100) surface is systematically more stabilizing
whatever the reconstruction type. This is coherent with the higher surface
energy.

For both in-plane reconstructions studied the edge carbon atoms which
are available for hydrogen adsorption belong to heptagons. The local struc-
ture is similar to the (110) surface, C1-C2 bond lengths for both systems
decrease to 1.24 Å (see Figure 3 for the description of atoms). The opti-
mized structures for adsorption of one and two H atoms on the two studied
reconstructed surfaces are shown in Figure 4. The adsorption of one H on the
reconstructed (100) surface is more stabilizing by 0.2 eV. This agrees with
the findings of Ref. [21]. For both systems a localized spin is observed at C2
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Table 3: Formation energies (Eform in eV) of the reconstructed surfaces and bilayers per
edge carbon and of the mono- (Vac(α), Vac(β)) and 5-8-5-divacancies (Divac) on the (001)
surface. (100)rec/(110)rec denote the in-plane surface reconstructions; (100)arch/(110)arch
and (100)bilayerarch /(110)bilayerarch denote the slab and bilayer models of the arch-shaped recon-
struction, respectively.

System Eform

(100)rec -0.55
(110)rec 0.15
(100)arch -1.61
(110)arch -1.04

(100)bilayerarch -2.04

(110)bilayerarch -1.37
Vac(α) 7.39
Vac(β) 7.35
Divac 6.94

(the C-H bond is formed with C1), the ground state has a magnetic moment
of 1.0 µB. The H adsorption locally deforms the surface (Edef is 0.93 eV and
0.79 eV for the (100) and (110) surface, respectively).

The second H can again be adsorbed in two different ways same as for
the (110) surface as shown in Figure 4. These structures are called 100rec-
2H-a/110rec-2H-a and 100rec-2H-b/110rec-2H-b. 100rec-2H-a/110rec-2H-a are
the more stable configurations since the deformation is much less pronounced
(Edef is 0.3-0.4 eV smaller) and the ground state is non-magnetic with no
localized spins. Configurations 100rec-2H-b and 110rec-2H-b are less stable,
Ead per H atom differs by 1.0 eV and 1.1 eV, respectively. For these struc-
tures a second localized spin is found at C4 (the second C-H bond is formed
with C3), however the ground state is also non-magnetic. Edef is about two
times higher than for adsorption of one H. Thus for H adsorption, the same
tendencies as for the (110) surface are found.

For the arch-shaped reconstruction the curvature leads to an increased
sp3 character of the surface carbon atoms even though no dangling bonds
remain. A measure of this curvature can be the dihedral angle between an
edge carbon and its three next neighbors. The angles are 39◦ and 40◦ for
the (100) and (110) slab models, and 17◦ and 18◦ for the (100) and (110)
bilayer models, respectively (the angles for the (001) surface of graphite and
diamond are 0◦ and 60◦, respectively). Another measure is the maximum
separation between the two layers. It is 4.1 and 4.0 Å for the (100) and
(110) slab models, respectively and 9.0 Å for both bilayer models. Both of
these measures show that the curvature is much higher for the slab models.
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Figure 3: Reconstructed surfaces of in-plane and arch-shaped reconstructions. In-plane
reconstruction of the (a) (100) and (b) (110) surface, arch-shaped reconstructions for (c)
(100) and (d) (110) slab models, and for (e) (100) and (f) (110) bilayer models. For (c)-
(f) the left and right pictures are their side and top views (perpendicular to the z-axis),
respectively. Slab models are periodic in x- and y-directions, bilayer models only in the
x-direction.

A higher curvature increases the the C-H bond strength; thus adsorption of
atomic H is more stable by a factor of 2 for the bilayer models and 4 for the
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slab models compared to the (001) surface. This trend agrees qualitatively
with the findings of Ruffieux et al. [88], who compared hydrogen adsorption
on graphite to a carbon nanotube and C60, as well as Tozzini et al. [89], who
studied hydrogen adsorption on curved graphene. Both found an increasing
C-H bond strength with increasing curvature. This leads to a shortening of
the C-H bond to about 1.10 Å compared to 1.13 Å on the (001) surface. As
is also observed for the pristine (001) surface the formation of the C-H bond
lifts the C atom by about 0.25 and 0.18 Å for the reconstructed (100) and
(110) surfaces, respectively. Ead for both surfaces is almost the same, which
is due to their similar curvature.

The H atoms have the tendency to form dimers [35] and clusters [90] on
the graphene planes. For the adsorption of a second H atom on the (001)
surface it was shown that the preferred adsorption sites are in vicinity of
the first hydrogen [34]. For the ortho and para configurations, adsorption of
two hydrogen atoms is a more stabilizing process (by a factor of two) than
the adsorption of two isolated hydrogen atoms. This leads to the preferred
formation of dimers [35] and clustering [90]. The order of stability is ortho
> para > meta for these three configurations [34]. However, the ortho and
para configuration differ only by 0.03 eV.

For the reconstructed (110) slab model the order is switched to para >
ortho > meta, but Ead of all three configurations lies in a close range of 0.2
eV (as opposed to 1.1 eV for the (001) surface[34]). For the reconstructed
(100) slab we find the same order for the two configurations studied, i.e.
ortho > meta (the para configuration was omitted since the C atoms in para
position are at least 0.4 Å below the surface).

For our bilayer models the trend of Ref. [34] is reproduced. Compared to
the slab models, H adsorption is a less stabilizing process due to the smaller
initial curvature as well as the higher flexibility of the bilayers which leads
to a higher deformation. The maximum separation between the two layers
decreases by 1.3 Å for one hydrogen and by 1.9-2.7 Å for two chemisorbed
hydrogen atoms. This leads to Edef , which are 50-100 % higher compared
to the slab models (see Table 2). Figure 4 shows the optimized structure for
adsorption of hydrogen on the slab model surfaces (the ones for the bilayer
model surfaces are shown in the Supporting Information).

It should be noted that Ead more than doubles (which means Ead per H
atom decreases) for all reconstructed surface models when a second H adsorbs
in either the ortho, meta, or para position. Thus, we also find a preferred
formation of dimers same as for the pristine (001) surface.
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Figure 4: Optimized structures of different cases of hydrogen adsorption on the recon-
structed (100) and (110) surfaces: The in-plane reconstructed (100) surface with (a) one
H and two H for (b) configuration (100)rec-2H-a and (c) configuration (100)rec-2H-b.
The in-plane reconstructed (110) surface with (d) one H and two H for (e) configuration
(110)rec-2H-a and (f) configuration (110)rec-2H-b. The arch-shaped reconstructed (100)
surface with (g) one H and two H in (h) ortho and (i) meta positions; the reconstructed
(110) surface with (j) one H, two H in (k) ortho, (l) meta and (m) para positions. The
left and right pictures for (g)-(m) are their side and top views, respectively.
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Atsumi reports an adsorption enthalpy of -2.6 eV/H2 for H2 adsorption
on graphite [11] in agreement with the extrapolated adsorption enthalpy of
-2.5 eV/H2 obtained by Redmond and Walker [91] . For the studied in-plane
reconstructions, the adsorption energies with respect to H2 are -3.1 eV/H2 for
configuration (100)rec-2H-a and -2.9 eV/H2 for (110)rec-2H-a. For the arch-
shaped reconstructions, the lowest adsorption energies with respect to H2 are
-1.2 and -0.8 eV for the (100) and (110) slab, respectively. For both types
of reconstructions these results agree with Kanashenko’s hypothesis that the
(100) edges of crystallites are preferred. However, the differences are rather
small which implies that both reconstructed surfaces can be traps. Compared
to experiment the in-plane reconstructions underestimate and arch-shaped
reconstructions overestimate the adsorption energy. However, the in-plane
reconstructions are in better agreement with experiment which suggests that
this type is predominantly found in nuclear graphite. Finally, taking into
account that the in-plane reconstruction of the (110) surface is endothermic,
this suggests that the second trap is indeed the in-plane reconstructed (100)
surface of crystallites.

In the next section we will present the influence of point defects, which for
instance are created by irradiation, on the adsorption properties of hydrogen.

3.3. Point defects

Creation of monovacancies and divacancies at the (001) surface by re-
moval of a carbon atom is a highly endothermic process. These defects were
already studied in detail by several authors [46, 48, 49]. The three treated
vacancies are shown in Figure 5. Our Eform for the creation of a monova-
cancy (7.4 eV, see Table 3) agrees well with literature values of 7.5 ± 0.5
eV (see Ref. [1] and references therein). A monovacancy leads to a surface
reconstruction with one dangling bond remaining. The formed C1-C2 bond
is rather weak with a bond length of 2.05 Å. Due to the dangling bond the
local spin density on the unsaturated carbon is ≈ 0.97 µB (the total mag-
netic moment is about 1.5 µB). For graphite two different monovacancies
are possible. For the α-vacancy the vacancy is atop of a carbon atom of the
graphene plane underneath the surface plane, whereas for the β-vacancy it
is atop the center of a six-membered ring of the underlying plane.

For divacancies several reconstruction processes are known [92]. For the
5-8-5 divacancy the surface reconstructs in a manner that no dangling bond
remains and the ground state is non-magnetic. This reconstruction is also
found for extended vacancy lines [93], which shows that the model system is
a reasonable approximation to bigger systems.

In Table 2 the adsorption energies for the saturation of monovacancies
with atomic hydrogen are shown.
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Figure 5: Top view of the optimized structures for the (a) α- and (b) β-vacancies and (c)
the 5-8-5 divacancy at the (001) surface. Isovalues for spin density plots are 0.05 e/bohr3.

The saturation of the dangling bond leads to a non-magnetic ground
state. As can be seen in Figure 6 hydrogen does not remain in the graphene
plane when it is chemisorbed on the vacancy on the (001) surface. Two
conformations with very similar adsorption energies were found. The first
and more stable one is similar to the findings of Allouche et al. [50], where
the hydrogen and its bonded carbon are above the graphene plane. For
the second conformation both are directed toward the plane lying below the
surface. ∆E between the two conformations is only 0.02 eV. Our adsorption
energies (-4.15 and -4.17 eV for the α and β vacancy, respectively) are in
good agreement with the published results for adsorption at a vacancy in
graphene (-4.36 eV [49] and -4.14 eV [50]).

A second hydrogen can be adsorbed on the carbon where the first hydro-
gen is adsorbed to. Ead for this process is 1.7 eV less than twice Ead for the
first hydrogen due to the sp3 hybridization and larger deformation of the lat-
tice. Again, we find two different conformations for both vacancies which are
similar in stability (∆E = 0.04 eV). For the first one both hydrogen atoms as
well as the carbon are above the graphene plane. For the second one the car-
bon is lying in the graphene plane, one hydrogen is above and one below the
surface. We do not find a stable conformation where both hydrogen atoms
are beneath the surface. When the bond energy of H2 is taken into account
the adsorption energies are about -2.1 eV, thus a dissociation and adsorption
of H2 at a monovacancy is a highly exothermic process (even though there
is likely a barrier to overcome). Lehtinen et al. [49] and Allouche et al. [50]
showed that a second more stable structure exists. Here, one H atom binds
to the unsaturated C and the second one forms a bond with either C1 or C2
(see Figure 5 for the description of atoms).

For the divacancy, there are no dangling bonds; thus the adsorption of
hydrogen is much less stable (by 45 %) compared to vacancies α or β (see
Table 2). However, the strain in the formed 5-8-5 ring still leads to a stronger
H adsorption than for a pristine (001) surface. The preferred adsorption
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Figure 6: Top (left) and perspective (right) views of the optimized structures of hydro-
gen chemisorption on the mono and divacancies. Vacancy(α) with (a) one and (b) two
hydrogen atoms. Divacancy with (c) one, (d) two, (e) three and (f) four hydrogen atoms,
respectively.

position is above the carbon (C1) with which the covalent bond is formed
(see Figure 6). The elongated bonds make it easier for the carbon to move
out of the graphene plane by about 0.15 Å. However, the relative rigidity of
the graphene plane leads to a structure, which resembles the adsorption on
the pristine (001) surface. This results in a C-H bond length of 1.11 Å, thus
0.03 Å longer than the usual C-H bond length (≈ 1.08 Å), but 0.02 Å shorter
than for adsorption on the (001) surface.

A second hydrogen can either adsorb on C2 or on the opposite end of
the divacancy (C3/C4). Here, we only consider the first case since it is
thermodynamically more stable (Ead for the second case is about twice the
Ead for one chemisorbed hydrogen). For this configuration one hydrogen is
above and one below the surface since this minimizes steric repulsion between
the hydrogen atoms. The C1-C2 bond is broken by this process. Even though
this bond breaking costs energy ( Edef increases by 1.4 eV), Ead is much more
(1.0 eV per H atom) than twice the Ead for the first hydrogen. The reason
for this large stabilization is the increased strength of the C-H bond, which
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shortens the C-H bonds to 1.08 Å. For this configuration, Ead with respect
to H2 is also -2.1 eV, thus dissociation at a divacancy also is exothermic
(although this dissociation also likely has a barrier).

To fully saturate the divacancy two hydrogen atoms can adsorb on the
opposite side of the divacancy. The adsorption of a third H does not resemble
the first process. Ead per H atom is 1.0 eV more stabilizing compared to the
first H even though Edef of the lattice is 0.6 eV higher (when comparing the
difference between Edef for 3 and 2 H to that for one H). For the relaxed
geometry the H lies in the graphene plane. Contrary to the first adsorption,
the C3-C4 bond is very elongated in the initial state due to the strain induced
by the two adsorbed H. The bond length is 2.08 Å but no spin localization
is observed, which implies a very weak bond that can easily be broken by
H adsorption. A localized spin can be observed on C4, when H forms a
bond with C3. Finally, for a full saturation of this defect the most stable
conformation has two H lying above the surface and two beneath the surface:
Ead per H atom is the most stable for four hydrogen atoms. The increase
of only 0.3 eV for Edef shows that C4 in the initial state is already well-
positioned for the adsorption.

Hydrogen binds to vacancies and divacancies in graphite bulk as strongly
as on the (001) surface. The trapped hydrogen atoms are located in the
interlayer space. However, since the formation energies are slightly lower (≈
0.05 eV) than Ead on the surface, this shows that steric repulsion is negligible
when hydrogen is trapped at a vacancy in the bulk. This correlates well with
the change of the lattice parameter c, which only increases by 0.02 to 0.06 Å.
It should be noted that the only stable conformation for two hydrogen atoms
at a monovacancy in bulk graphite is the one with one hydrogen above and
one below the graphene plane. This explains the lower Edef since the lattice
is hardly perturbed.

To summarize, point defects caused by irradiation also serve as a strong
trap for hydrogen. Extended defects, such as the 5-8-5 divacancy, are a
weaker trap compared to monovacancies. This is true for the surface as well
as for bulk graphite.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the influence of surface reconstruc-
tion and point defects on the adsorption properties of hydrogen for nuclear
graphite. Several models of defects and surfaces have been studied and com-
pared with the supposed traps, i.e. the zig zag edge of dislocation loops and
reconstructed surfaces of graphite crystallites. The influence of local and
extended defects due to irradiation damage has also been explored.
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For adsorption on the surfaces (001), (100), and (110) the obtained rel-
ative stabilities are (100) >(110) > (001). Thus, the (100) surface forms
the most stable structures with hydrogen. This is directly related to the
surface energies of these three surfaces. The most stable structures always
possess one C-H bond per edge carbon. We have checked the hypothesis
of trap 1 in nuclear graphite (zigzag edges of dislocation loops) and found
a good agreement between our Ead on the (100) and Kanashenko’s estima-
tion after correcting an error in Kanashenko’s assumption of the C-H bond
energy. However, compared to the experiment, our adsorption energies are
overestimated for the (100) surface and underestimated for the (110) surface.
We attribute this mismatch to the difficulty to compare experimental data
of complex ill defined microstructures measured at elevated temperatures (>
750 ◦C) with theoretical ab initio results of well defined structures at 0 K.
Nevertheless, we can conclude that unreconstructed zigzag edges cannot be
the only traps in graphite crystallites contrary to Kanashenko’s and Atsumi’s
claims, thus the current hypothesis for the first trap needs to be refined.

Two types of reconstructions of (100) and (110) surfaces have been stud-
ied. First, in-plane reconstructions which yield heptagon edge carbon atoms
and second, arch-shaped reconstructions which result in no dangling bonds
for both systems. For both types we find a decreased stability of H adsorp-
tion compared to unreconstructed surfaces. For arch-shaped reconstructions
hydrogen adsorption is considerably stronger than on a pristine (001) sur-
face due to the curvature of the surface. Hydrogen adsorbs stronger on the
reconstructed (100) surfaces which agrees with Kanashenko’s hypothesis of
the second trap in nuclear graphite. H adsorption energies on in-plane recon-
structed surfaces are in better agreement with experiment. Since the in-plane
reconstruction of the (110) surface is endothermic, this suggests that the sec-
ond trap is indeed the in-plane reconstructed (100) surface of crystallites.

Point defects caused by irradiation, such as mono- and divacancies, are
also able to bind hydrogen strongly; a divacancy binds hydrogen less strongly
than a monovacancy. More extended defects are then weaker traps than
monovacancies.
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